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CSI RFA Application
Proposal Requirements
1. The proposal narrative should not exceed 50 pages (not including required charts, forms,
and requested artifacts submitted as appendices).
2. It should be typed, single-spaced, with LEAs addressing each of the subsections by entering
text where indicated.
3. Font may NOT be less than 12 pt. Times New Roman.
4. Charts and forms do not require 12 pt. Times New Roman font.
5. The complete LEA application including budgets, charts, and forms will be posted on the
PED ESSA webpage.
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LEA Comprehensive Support and Improvement Competitive Grants Application
LEA Name:

Albuquerque Public Schools

Submitting on Behalf of (name of school):

Robert F Kennedy Charter School

Number of Students Served:

327

Number of Certified Licensed Staff:

18

I. LEA Organizational Culture
A. LEA Overview
Describe the comprehensive needs assessment process that was used to identify needs and
performance challenges in the district, to determine root causes, and set priorities for future action.
Five years ago, NM Public Education Department conducted an Instructional Audit at Robert F Kennedy
Charter School (RFK). Through their findings and feedback, we saw the need to embed continuous
processes for reflection on our instructional processes and evaluation of our assessment data. These
reflections and evaluation processes have resulted in the following steps to help us identify root causes and
set priorities:
1. In 2015, our Governance Council additionally underwent a Strategic Planning session lead by an
independent consultant to assist us with an improvement/restructuring plan.
2. Last year, in order to ascertain the effectiveness of our instructional program an additional educational
consultant was employed to set priorities for future action. (Stephen Preskill and Karen DeMoss – Final
Internal Report: RFK Strategic Improvement Consultancy, April 2017).
3. Robert F. Kennedy Charter is a school with processes for reflection on our instructional processes and
evaluation of our assessment data that have been instilled into our instructional program in collaboration
with Southern Regional Education Board (SREB).
4. Since 2016, our leadership team, Robert Baade, Linda Ortega, Linda Sanchez, and our Math and ELA
Department Chairs have met consistently to analyze data and set schoolwide student achievement goals
and engage in a cycle of evaluation and implementation of Data-Driven Instruction, Tier I Core
Instruction, Collaboration, Observation, Feedback, and ongoing, job-embedded professional
development. The results of all meetings are shared and discussed with the entire RFK staff monthly to
identify and prioritize needs to be addressed.
5. In 2016, as part of our ongoing collaboration with PED – Priority Schools Bureau, our leadership team,
and our staff met and worked with Margaret Southworth to examine root causes and identified needs for
our 90-day plan which eventually helped us to move to NM DASH.
Describe the results of a systematic review of existing LEA capacity, strengths, and needs related to
curriculum, instruction, and assessment.
LEA capacity
RFK was established as a charter high school to serve students who, for a variety of reasons, had a difficult time
succeeding in traditional schools. They often face economic hardship, serious academic deficits, homelessness,
challenging personal or family situations that may involve substance abuse, crime or gang activity – and some
experience all of these stressors simultaneously, making their path to educational success anything but smooth.
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The trauma and stress associated with these external realities contribute to the educational context that RFK
operates within.
RFK is a small school with between 327 students and a low student/teacher ratio of around 13 or 14 students for
every teacher. Students enroll in the school for a variety of reasons, bringing a range of motivations with them.
These include everything from recovering enough credits to graduate to avoiding historical failure. Because of
the academic and emotional needs of the youth who attend RFK, students require individual attention to meet
their learning needs.
RFK is a Title I school with a schoolwide free lunch program. In SY 2017, we had a 20% increase in monolingual Spanish speaking students. 18% of our students have a diagnosed educational disability and are being
supported with individual educational plans (IEPs).
Students arrive at RFK, two or more years below grade level with historical failure and trauma. To
address some of those needs we have implemented:
 Assessment: A schoolwide academic reading and writing program with an inter-rater reliability
component
 Curricula: Literacy Design Collaboration (LDC) utilizing their modules
 Curricula: Mathematics Assessment Project, a part of the Math Design Collaborative (MDC) with
lessons and tasks
 Instruction and Assessment: The development of RFK’s 10 Non-negotiable Instructional and
Management Strategies (see attached – Appendix D). These form the criteria of our walk-through
observation checklist which are aligned with CCSS.
Strengths
Our school has exceptional strengths in areas known to support student learning.
1. A Safe, Positive Learning Environment – without such a context students would not be able to learn and
grow (Bryk & Schneider, 2002).
 Emotional support for students and adults-provided through an ongoing schoolwide professional
development in Trauma Informed Instructional Strategies
 An Orientation Program for all new RFK students addressing disruptions and habits of students who are
continually unsuccessful in other high schools
 Academic support through research-based intervention programs in reading and math
 A weekly schoolwide Academic Improvement period, which has allowed us time during the school day
to address re-teaching and missed assignments on a weekly basis
2. A Collaborative, Inclusive, Supportive Community – just as a safe, positive environment is necessary for
learning, respect and trust are key preconditions for improving educational outcomes (Bryk, 2010).
 RFK was founded around strong parent engagement and staff collaboration. In addition to required
instructional hours, the RFK school calendar incorporates 5 additional days for parent-teacher-student
conferences and an extra 5 days for Professional Development.
 An active and inclusive Title I and bilingual program for Parent Engagement and our community is
another strength of RFK. This includes our Yearly RFK Art Show, and our Fall and Spring Enchilada
Dinners.
 Our Parent-Teacher-Student-Community Association (PTSCA) is a community collaboration to raise
funds that are used for students and family needs in a variety of circumstances (caps/gowns for
graduating seniors in need, emergency funds for eye glasses, utility payments, etc.)
 School-based health clinic is available for our students and community
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Caja de Jugetes (Day Care Center) is located on our campus for students, staff members, and the
community.
3. Support for Postsecondary Success – In terms of positive outcomes for society, each potential high school
dropout who ends up graduating saves taxpayers nearly a quarter of a million dollars over that individual’s life
span, partly through savings in public costs, partly through increased revenues from employment (Belfield &
Levin, 2007).
 Advisory occurs every day in a small group with the same teacher every year as an attempt to ensure that
students are focused and maintaining passing grades and good attendance in order to acquire credits to
graduate
 Enhanced Progress Monitoring occurs once a week for students who are failing 50% or more of their
classes. This enables our school to provide additional support to students who are in danger of failure.
 Everyday Matters – RFK employs a dedicated staff member to support students with challenges that
might result in truancy. The staff member receives referrals from teachers and parents to address
individual needs. RFK maintains an active and consistent approach to resolving situations that impair
individual student successes.
 Welding program – this is a popular class held in the evening to teach interested students the basics of
welding that would lead to certification and postsecondary course work in this career trade.
 Radio Station- KQUQ 102.6 FM is a RFK student operated station that provides career training in radio
and sound production.
 RFK Farm-located within 3 miles of the school property, it produces vegetables and other produce for
our upcoming Farm-to-Table culinary program.
Instructional Needs
1. Data-Driven Instruction was identified as a critical need for our school after realizing that our teachers were
lacking the experience and knowledge in developing and analyzing common formative assessments to
inform instruction. The need for this was also evident upon attendance at LEADING DATA-DRIVEN
SCHOOLS training through the Priority Schools Bureau in December of 2015. Teachers could see that
students were having difficulty reading and comprehending content at grade level. This was reinforced by
repeated low achievement in our PARCC assessment data.
2. Tier I Core Instruction was identified as a need for consistent support and accountability. This was
identified as we saw that professional development was not translating into practice (root cause).
3. Collaboration through effective instructional coaching. The need for facilitation and support and assistance
through instructional coaches was evident upon looking at our root cause where tools and protocols for
examining student work and data analysis where being used inconsistently, if at all.
B. Instructional Infrastructure
Instructional Materials: Describe the process used to ensure that grade level scopes and sequences
align with the Common Core State Standards for ELA/Reading and math.
RFK utilizes the EDGE (high school) and INSIDE (middle school) ELA/Reading program published by
Cengage (National Geographic). The EDGE program is designed for obtaining proficiency in reading for
ELA students. This ELA/reading program was created for striving readers and English Language learners
(90% of RFK students are Hispanic and predominately Spanish-speaking) who are reading below grade
level. The program is supplemented with Literacy Design Collaboration components which are CCSS
aligned. ELA Curriculum Maps were initially developed during a schoolwide summer professional
development institute. The grade level banded (9-10) (11-12) curriculum maps are continually revised and
reviewed for alignment. A schoolwide reading and writing program with informational text, CEED (Cite,
Evidence, Explain, Demonstrate Conventions), has been teacher-created and implemented for the last 4
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years with inter-rater reliability. Our RFK teachers developed the rubric which is continuously revised and
utilized.
RFK, in collaboration with the SREB math coach uses Math Design Collaboration (MDCs) created through
the Math Assessment Project with lessons and tasks (map.mathshell.org). Math Curriculum Maps were
developed during a schoolwide summer professional development institute. At this time, we are currently
searching for an appropriate instructional math program aligned to CCSS for our middle school. However,
our instructional coaches currently support teachers in the design of lesson planning that addresses needs
identified through CFAs.
Instruction: Describe the system of support and accountability for teachers and leaders in
implementing rigorous standards-aligned instruction.
RFK employs two instructional coaches who work with the administration in teacher support and
evaluation. This team creates expectations and provides professional development in analyzing data from
common formative assessments so that learning plans for re-teaching can be implemented.
Teachers are held accountable for attending and presenting at Staff Meetings, Department Meeting,
Professional Learning Communities and all Professional Development learning opportunities. The school
calendar includes 5 additional Professional Development days and an additional ½ day every 6 weeks for
data analysis. Instructional coaches collect and compile assessment results at each assessment cycle. All
teachers are required to submit their schoolwide writing activities (CEED) every 9 weeks and attend interrater reliability grading sessions as well as submitting their common formative assessments, results, and
reports in collaboration with the Instructional Coaches. Our instructional coaches provide one-to-one
feedback on lesson deign and delivery.
Assessment: Describe the LEA’s cycle of data-driven instruction. Identify the interim assessments
being used.
On December 10, 2015 RFK’s leadership team attended LEADING DATA-DRIVEN SCHOOLS through
the Priority Schools Bureau. Upon returning, a training and implementation plan was developed to initiate
Paul Bambrick-Santoyo’s Driven by Data (A Practical Guide to Improve Instruction). A Summer
Professional Development Institute was held at RFK to provide the why’s and how’s of creating common
formative assessments across all content areas (building by borrowing). With the support of instructional
coaches, teachers began to use assessments not for grades but to inform their instruction. Teachers began to
understand how interim assessments define rigor and learned how to utilize individual results and item
analysis to adapt instruction. The instructional coachers were integral in ensuring that data was translated
into altering classroom instruction. RFK purchased scantron machines and software to assist in the scoring
and creation of reports for analysis.
SBA, ACCESS, and PARCC are also required assessments administered at RFK. These threee tests are
required assessments and also inform curriculum development and instruction.
Describe the process used to ensure that interim assessments align with the Common Core State
Standards and each grade level’s scope and sequence.
The teacher designed interim assessments define the roadmap for instruction. The common interim
assessments are administered 6 times/year. The assessments were developed and created, including PARCC
released items, during a summer institute where support and consistent feedback was provided to ensure
alignment and instructional rigor. Instructional leaders collected and reviewed all assessments. The common
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interim assessments are aligned to state tests and college readiness. They are also aligned to an instructional
sequence of clearly defined grade level/content expectations. The interim – common formative assessments
(CFA) are continuously revised and adjusted. Teachers are required to submit their curriculum maps with
appropriate grade level CCSS. Feedback is provided to individuals and content area teams. They are assisted
in analysis and developing re-teaching plans to address identified skill gaps.
☒ Provide the schedule for administering common interim assessments in ELA and Math (as an
attachment).
Describe the process for test-in-hand analysis and adaptation of instructional plans based on interim
assessment data (e.g. common planning time, teacher-administrator one-on-one meetings, and group
professional development).
RFK uses several dedicated staff collaboration opportunities in common formative assessment (CFA) data
analysis as well as for developing and adapting instructional plans to address identified needs following each
CFA assessment cycle.
1. Administration Team (Director, Instructional Coaches, and Math and ELA Department Chairs) meet to
evaluate current procedures for CFA administration and data analysis following each cycle completion.
Teachers are supported with feedback for departments and individual teachers to develop learning plans
to address learning needs identified by CFAs. (Bambrick-Santoyo, 2012)
2. Five dedicated half-days for Professional Development are utilized for analysis of CFA results. This
includes sharing of CFA data, analyzing the data, and analysis of individual questions for relevancy and
revisions. (Bernhardt, 2004) The instructional coaches have developed a set of questions for analyzing
the CFA data.
3. Department Meetings take place biweekly to develop learning plans to address identified needs and
revise CFAs.
4. Weekly PLC collaborations take place where professional development is provided in Data Driven
Instruction. Here, we provide support for teachers in utilizing best practices, teaching and learning
strategies in their instructional plans that address learning needs identified by our CFAs. (BambrickSantoyo, 2010)
5. Based on analysis of assessment data, revised lesson plans are implemented and then monitored by the
instructional coaches.
C. LEA Support and Accountability
Identify specific senior leadership that will direct and coordinate LEA participation in supporting the
CSI school.
Our senior leadership team includes:
Robert Baade – Principal/Director
Roger Cordova – Middle School Principal
Linda Ortega – Instructional Support
Linda Sanchez – Instructional Support
Christina Mancha-Alvarez - Math department head
Cynthia Parra - ELA department head
Irene Sanchez – Business Manager
☒ Submit an organizational chart (or charts) identifying the structures at the LEA level that are
responsible for providing support and accountability to CSI schools (as attachment(s)).
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Describe and discuss the specific cycle of planning, action, evaluation, feedback, and adaptation
between the LEA and the school leadership. This response should be very specific about the type,
nature, and frequency of interaction between the LEA personnel with school leadership.
RFK’s staff is on contract until 4 pm each day, which provides built-in time for frequent staff meetings.
Staff Meetings are held every other Monday after school at 3:10 in the teachers’ lounge. Department
Meetings are held opposite Mondays after school at 3:10 to plan and gather feedback for school leadership.
The leadership team (Admin) meets every Thursday at 10 am to gather information, discuss, plan and
evaluate the effectiveness of our school’s capacity. Management meetings are held on opposite Fridays after
school at 3:10 in the teachers’ lounge for all employees at RFK to keep abreast of all aspects of our school.
RFK meets annually with Dr. Joseph Escobedo (APS Director of Charter Schools) to review and update our
Performance Contract which includes our 90-day Plan in NM DASH.
Communication and Stakeholder Involvement/Engagement
The LEA/school must fully and transparently consult and collaborate with key education stakeholders
about the CSI school and on the implementation status of the evidence-based intervention. The plan for
consultation and collaboration provided by the LEA/school must:
 Describe in detail, the methods, times, and places that will be used for regularly and systematically
updating parents, families, the community and other stakeholders on the implementation status of
the evidence-based intervention.
 This should include, but is not limited to, analyses of evidence and leading indicator data to
determine the impact of key strategies, as well as planned/approved course-corrections as
applicable.
RFK has additional days built into its calendar for communication and stakeholder involvement/engagement.
We hold a total of five Parent-Teacher- Student Conferences each school year, one before school starts, and 4
other at the end of each 9 weeks throughout the school year. During conferences, all stakeholders are
systematically updated on the status of all interventions and available data. A checklist is developed by the
leadership team and utilized so that all teachers cover/follow a consistent agenda and that parents and students
are updated and informed with the same information. Next Step Plans are reviewed and updated each 9-weeks.
At the end of each quarter, conference data is collected and evaluated for consistency and compliance.
In addition to our scheduled conferences, we have fully functioning Title I and Bilingual Family Engagement
Programs. In the Fall, Title I and bilingual services are explained and RFK information is presented to all
stakeholders. The community is encouraged to attend with a free (and highly popular) enchilada dinner for all
attendees. Our Spring Family Engagement Meeting covers the School Family Engagement Policy, the Parent
School Compact, school updates and the Budget as well as another free enchilada dinner. Signatures and
agendas are employed for all meetings.
Dr. Joseph Escobedo, APS Director of Charter Schools, consults and visits regularly to review school
improvement initiatives as well as parent and community engagement.
II. School-Level Context
A. School Overview
Describe the results of in-depth student achievement data analysis, including the percent of students
scoring at each level on PARCC and Istation (if applicable).
Content Area

Grade(s)

Last Year’s Results
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English Language
Arts

9th, 10th,
11th, 12th,
6th, 7th, 8th

Content Area

Grade(s)

Mathematics

6th Grade ELA
5 Students (36%) - Level 1
6 Students (43%) - Level 2
3 Students (21%) - Level 3
0 Students (0%) - Level 4
7th Grade ELA
12 Students (67%) - Level 1
4 Students (22%) - Level 2
1 Students (5%) - Level 3
1 Students (5%) - Level 4
8th Grade ELA
13 Students (50%) - Level 1
8 Students (31%) - Level 2
3 Students (12%) - Level 3
2 Students (8%) - Level 4
9th Grade ELA
20 Students (36%) - Level 1
14 Students (25%) - Level 2 17
Students (31%) - Level 3
4 Students (7%) - Level 4
10th Grade ELA
29 Students (52%) - Level 1
15 Students (27%) - Level 2
9 Students (16%) - Level 3
2 Students (4%) - Level 4
1 Student (2%) - Level 5
11th Grade ELA
10 Students (33%) - Level 1
10 Students (33%) - Level 2
7 Students (23%) - Level 3
3 Students (10%) - Level 4
Last Year’s Results

6th Grade Math
9 Students (62%) - Level 1
4 Students (29%) - Level 2
6th, 7th, 8th,
1 Student (7%) - Level 3
9th, 10th,
0 Students (0%) - Level 4
11th, 12th
7th Grade Math
8 Students (44%) - Level 1
7 Students (39%) - Level 2
3 Student (2%) - Level 3
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0 Students (0%) - Level 4
8th Grade Math
32 Students (80%) - Level 1
6 Students (15%) - Level 2
2 Student (5%) - Level 3
0 Students (0%) - Level 4
Algebra I
22 Students (35%) - Level 1
30 Students (48%) - Level 2
10 Students (16%) - Level 3
1 Students (2%) - Level 4
Geometry
6 Students (14%) - Level 1
25 Students (58%) - Level 2
11 Students (26%) - Level 3
1 Students (2%) - Level 4
Algebra II
14 Students (78%) - Level 1
4 Students (22%) - Level 2
0 Students (0%) - Level 3

Describe the results of in-depth NM TEACH data analysis, including the total number of
instructional staff in the schools building and the number of staff identified as exemplary, highly
effective, effective, minimally effective, and ineffective as identified by the most recently released NM
TEACH data.
The most recently released NM TEACH data (District Educator Effectiveness Summative Teacher’s Report
2016-2017) for RFK teaching staff identifies:
 4 Highly Effective teachers
 7 Effective teachers
 2 Minimally Effective teachers
 1 Ineffective teacher
Of our 18 certified teachers, 14 teachers have NM TEACH data. We currently have 4 new to RFK teachers with
no NM TEACH data.
Our instructional coaches work intentionally with our minimally, ineffective, and new teachers.
B. NM DASH Plans
For the school the LEA is applying on behalf of, they must submit the following components:
☒ Completed NM DASH Offline Planning Process Workbook or 90-day Complete Detail
Printout (as an attachment).
☒ Completed NM DASH Feedback Tool (as an attachment).
C. Collaboration Structures
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For the school the LEA is applying on behalf of, describe the collaboration structures in place to
include the:
 Schedule of grade-level, grade-band, or content area collaboration meetings, including
frequency and length and a process and procedures utilized during collaboration meetings
(e.g. agendas, protocols)
 Systems in place for principal and/or other instructional leaders to support and hold teachers
accountable for meeting effectiveness.
Collaboration Structures at RFK
MEETING TYPE
Staff Meetings

FREQUENCY
& LENGTH
Bi-monthly
1-hour

Department Meetings

Bi-monthly
1-hour

Professional Learning
Community

Weekly
1-hour

PROCESSES/PROTOCOLS
All Staff are required to attend. Meetings used for
school-wide instructional initiatives and school
management issues. Agendas, notes, and sign-in
sheets (with arrival times) are reviewed and
become a component for Professionalism in staff
evaluations. Topics covered in 2017-2018:
 Trauma Informed Education (Dobson &
Perry, 2010)
 Growth Mindsets (Dweck, 2016) and
(Boalar, 2016)
Content Area teaching staff meet with colleagues
and department chairs. Department teachers
collaborate in designing, revising and analyzing
learning plans to address CFA learning needs.
Department staff provide feedback that insures the
inclusion of best practice strategies. Record
keeping of these types of collaboration include:
 Agendas (items set at the end of each
meetings and added to during interim time).
 Sign-in Sheets
 Notes on action items and department
decisions
Teaching staff from all content areas are required
to attend and arrive punctually. This collaboration
is the primary place for professional development
(PD). Topics areas for 2017/2018 have been
selected to support content teachers in designing
instructional plans that address needs identified in
CFAs. PD topics for 2017/208 include:
 Best Practice Instructional Strategies
(Marzano, 2007) and (Lemov, 2010)
 Instructional Strategies for ELL (Marzano,
Simms, 2013) and (Echevarria, et.al., 2017)
 Teaching Strategies (Bambrick-Santoyo,
2010)
 Mindsets in the Classroom (Ricci, 2015)
Collaboration Management Tools
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Half-Day Professional
Development

Semester I:
2 Meetings
Semester II:
3 Meetings

Saturday Professional
Development

Summer Professional
Development
Institutes

2 Meetings/year
3.5 hours

5 Days
7 hours

Agendas
Sign-In Sheets w/arrival time
Activating Strategies (Ticket-In)
Check for Understanding (Exit Tickets)
Protocols for discussion of scholarly articles
(Natl. School Reform Faculty, 2015)
6. RFK Google Docs is utilized for archiving of
all instructional support documents and for
availability and accountability of timesensitive required submissions from teachers.
These collaborations were instituted primarily in
response to the need for teacher support and the
added demand of time and peer support needed to
analyze CFA data. RFK utilizes the principles
developed in The Results Fieldbook (Schmoker,
2001) These specially designed collaborations
have the following components:
1. Departments share CFA data.
2. The major part of item analysis and standards
review alignment takes place. We use small
group feedback in a cross-department structure
that provides suggestions in analysis of CFA
data and/or question relevancy. (BambrickSantoyo, 2010)
3. Suggestions for learning plans to address
learning needs begins.
Needs for PD outside of the CFA initiative.
Teachers are paid a stipend for this work on
weekends. For the 2017/2018 year, RFK staff is
being provided with training for instruction
developed on Promethean Boards.
RFK additionally collaborates with South Valley
Academy and can attend professional development
on engaging instructional strategies. Teacher have
the opportunity to attend one Saturday PD during
Semester I and two during Semester II.
RFK has established Summer Institutes since the
onset of the Common Formative Institute. We
have dedicated time in the initial Summer Institute
to help staff understand the purpose of this
initiative through the reading and discussing of
scholarly articles (Gusky, 2003). Overview of
Institute topics were the following:
2015/2016
1. Setting the Purpose
2. Create Curriculum Maps
3. Reviewing and selecting assessment questions
from Teacher Editions, New Mexico Content
12
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III.

Standards, Common Core Standards, and
PARCC released items.
2016/2017
1. Deep analysis of year one assessments.
2. Analysis and revision of assessment
questions.
3. Developing instructional plans to address
needs identified by CFA. (BambrickSantoyo, 2010)

Evidence-based Interventions
A. Root Cause
Describe the process used by the LEA in collaboration with the school to identify needs and
performance challenges, complete root cause, and identify focus area(s).
Last year RFK began to use the NM 90-day Plan Offline Planning Process Workbook to identify needs and
performance challenges, complete root causes and identify focus areas.
Step 1 – We began with building a core team (including Dr. Joseph Escobedo, APS Director of Charter
Schools). Our RFK team members include(d) Robert Baade (Director), Roger Cordova (Middle School
Principal), Linda Ortega & Linda Sanchez (Instructional Coaches/Support), and our ELA and Math Department
Chairs.
Step 2 – We began to analyze data and set student achievement goals. We looked at our PARCC data and broke
it down by content area and grade level. We then looked at the number of students and the percentage of those
students scoring at each PARCC level (ranging from Level 1 to Level 5). From there we set goals for our
students – increasing the number and percentage of students scoring at the higher levels of PARCC. Benchmark
goals were created so that we could begin to develop our own Common Formative Assessments which would
be aligned to PARCC and the Common Core Standards, in order to be able to individually see skill gaps and
conduct a timely item analysis.
Step 3 –The core team worked on identifying focus areas that would increase student achievement for all
students. We identified 3 focus areas:
1. Tier 1 (Core) Instruction - Based on teacher observations, lesson plans, and PARCC data, at least 90%
of our middle school students are not attaining proficiency. Teachers lesson plans and objectives are not
always aligned to grade level expectations. The level of rigor is also not aligned to the rigor of the
CCSS.
2. Data-Driven Instruction - We needed a precise, systematic approach to improve student learning
throughout the year. We need teachers and leadership to analyze and act on assessment data in a timely,
scheduled fashion. Leadership needs to hold teachers accountable to ensure effective instructional
adjustment interventions, and instructional feedback. Schoolwide, fewer than 2% of our students are
proficient on the PARCC.
3. Collaboration – How does our school leadership hold teachers and teacher teams accountable and
provide support? How can we share strategies and plan collaboratively? “What gets monitored gets
done.” Observation and feedback cycles are the key components of implementation of our focus areas.
This works in conjunction with ongoing, job embedded professional development.
Step 4 – Lack of teacher understanding of CCSS rigor and use of instructional best practices. A root cause
identified to address the performance challenge for Tier I (Core) Instruction was teachers needing additional
support to understand the developmental and academic needs of students who have historically underachieved
13
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in school. The root cause for Data-Driven Instruction was that our teachers lacked the experience and
knowledge in the development and analysis of common formative assessments. Root causes for the focus area
of collaboration is due to necessary common expectations with observation and feedback cycles in place. Tools
and protocols are needed to be consistently implemented.
B. Choice of Evidence-Based Interventions
Identify the interventions meeting the top three tiers of evidence that schools in need of
comprehensive support and improvement may choose to address the root cause.
We implemented several evidence-based interventions that provide support and improvement, including:
 Standards Alignment in curriculum maps and common formative assessments
 Tier I (Core) Instruction in Reading and Math
 Data-Driven Instruction includes creation of common formative assessments and data analysis
 Tier I Interventions
 Observation and Feedback cycles
 Collaboration structured to maximize peer support
 Ongoing, job embedded professional development with two instructional coaches
 Tier II (SAT) process
 School Leadership and Systems
 School Culture honors teacher work time and celebrates accomplishments
Determine the interventions meeting the top three tiers of evidence that are relevant and appropriate
to the needs of the school.
Data-Driven Instruction


RFK has implemented Data-Driven Instruction for 2 ½ years now. Our teachers have created curriculum
maps and 6 Common Formative Assessments for all content areas, have learned to use scantron
machines and software, have worked on analyzing the reports (item analysis, test in hand deep analysis,
action plans) and are shifting the focus from teaching to learning. (Bambrick-Santoyo, 2010)
Implementing Illuminate Education would give us a platform that provides all school staff with a
single web-based point of access to meet data, assessment and reporting needs. Upon training, our
teachers will be able to develop various assessment types with ease and get instant feedback to make
data-driven instructional decisions, develop tiered-target interventions, and ensure that students reach
mastery. (www.illuminateed.com)

Tier I Core Instruction


Tier I Core Instruction - 90% of our middle school math students are not attaining proficiency on our
PARCC data. Our middle school math curriculum does not have the level of rigor and consistency of the
CCSS as evidenced in classroom observations, walkthroughs, and in teacher feedback regarding the
curriculum map. Using a textbook is especially helpful for beginning and/or ineffective teachers. The
material to be covered and the design of each lesson are spelled out in careful detail. A textbook series
provides the teacher with a balanced, chronological presentation of information. Everything is
carefully spelled out for the teacher. It is a complete program with excellent teaching aides and
typically includes the latest research and teaching strategies. (Fredericks, 2005)
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Ongoing, job-embedded professional development


Effective Instructional Coaches - Collaboration, Observation and Feedback Cycles and ongoing, jobembedded professional development does not happen when teachers teach in isolation. RFK employs
two full-time instruction coaches who also support teachers emotionally, professionally, and ensures that
expectations are met. They are “on-call” with an open-door policy to address immediate needs for
teachers – classroom management skills, lesson planning, etc. How does a principal (school leader) hold
teachers accountable, ensure that their curriculum is aligned with the CCSS and is being implemented
with fidelity in a timely matter? How does a principal hold teachers accountable to ensure effective
instructional adjustment, interventions, and instructional feedback? How does a principal devote time
daily to non-evaluative classroom walkthroughs and provide face-to-face feedback to teachers in a
timely manner? How does a principal support and hold teachers accountable? How does a principal
provide on-going, job-embedded professional development? It takes a leadership team to provide
collaboration, observation and feedback cycles, and on-going job embedded professional development –
an active, knowledgeable instructional leader (principal) and instructional coaches are the
components of a team that monitors, supports, collaborates with, and engages its teachers.
(DeWitt, 2018) Instructional leaders can help us see our blind spots and can help bring our instructional
practices up to a new level. (Aguilar, 2012)

Identify the school’s chosen intervention(s).
• Data-Driven Instruction utilizing Illuminate Education
• Tier I Core Instruction –
1. Big Ideas Math: A Common Core Curriculum, Premium Student Resources Package (6-year access)
published by Cengage
2. Teach Like a Champion Field Guide 2.0: A Practical Resource to Make the 62 Techniques Your Own
• Collaboration/Observation and Feedback Cycles/ Ongoing, job embedded professional development –
Instructional Coaches
C. Sources of Evidence
Identify the sources of evidence used to determine the interventions meeting the top three tiers of
evidence that are relevant and appropriate to the needs of the school.
Robert F Kennedy Charter School
CSI Grant Application Works Cited
Collaboration/Instructional coaches
Aguilar, Elena (2012). “How Instructional Coaches Can Help Transform Schools”/ Education
Week/ April 5, 2012
Bambrick-Santoyo, Paul (2012). Leverage Leadership: A Practical Guide to Building Exceptional Schools.
Jossy-Bass. San Francisco, CA.
Byrk, Anthony and Schneider, Barbara (2002). Trust in Schools: A core resource for improvement. NY:
Russell Sage Foundation
DeWitt, Peter (2018). “Five Reasons We Need Instructional Coaches”. Education Week/February
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Fredericks, Anthony D. (2005). The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Success as A Teacher. Penguin Group Inc.
New York, NY.
Garmston, Robert J and Wellman, Bruce M. (1999). The Adaptive School: A Sourcebook for Developing
Collaborative Groups. Christopher Gordon Publishers, Inc. Norwood, MA.
National School Reform Faculty Resource Book. (2015). NSRF INC
Reeves, Doug (2000). Accountability in Action: A Blueprint for Learning Organizations. Advanced Learning
Press, Denver, CO
Data-Driven Instruction
Bambrick-Santoyo, Paul (2010). Driven by Data: A Practical Guide to Improve Instruction. Jossy-Bass. San
Francisco, CA.
Bambrick-Santoyo, Paul (2012). Leverage Leadership: A Practical Guide to Building Exceptional Schools.
Jossy-Bass. San Francisco, CA.
Bernhardt, Victoria L. (2004). Data Analysis for Continuous School Improvement. Eye on Education INC.
Larchmount, New York.
Guskey, Thomas R. (2003). “How Classroom Assessments Improve Learning”, Educational Leadership, Vol.
60, Number 5. February 2003.
Schmoker, Mike (2001). The Results Fieldbook. Association for the Supervision and Curriculum
Development. Alexandria, VA.
Tier I Core Instruction
Boaler, Jo (2016). Mathematical Mindsets. Jossey-Bass. San Francisco, CA.
Dweck, Carol (2016). Growth Mindsets. Random House Publishers. New York, NY.
Echevarria, J., Vogt, M., Short, D.J. (2017). Making Content Comprehensible for English Lerners: The SIOP
Model. (5th Edition) Pearson Education Inc. Upper Saddle River, N.J.
Fredericks, Anthony D. (2005). The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Success as A Teacher. Penguin Group Inc.
New York, NY.
Lemov, Doug (2010). Teach like a Champion: 45 Techniques That Put Students on the Path to College. JossBass. San Francisco, CA.
Marzano, Robert (2007). The Art and Science of Teaching: A comprehensive framework for effective
instruction. Association for the Supervision and Curriculum Development. Alexandria, VA.
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Marzano, Robert and Simms, Julia (2013). Vocabulary for the Common Core. Marzano Research Laboratory.
Bloomington, IN.
National School Reform Faculty Resource Book. (2015). NSRF INC
Ngo, Victoria et al. (2008) Providing Evidence-Based Practice to Ethnically Diverse Youths: Examples From
the Cognitive Behavioral Intervention for Trauma in Schools (CBITS) Program. JAACAP 47:8 (858-862)
Reeves, Doug (2000). Accountability in Action: A Blueprint for Learning Organizations. Advanced Learning
Press, Denver, CO
Trauma Informed in the Classroom Conference (RFK Behavioral Health/Teachers attendees) September 2013
Perry, B.D. (2013). “Helping children Recover from Trauma. National Council on Behavioral Health.
Training Conference for RFK Behavioral Health Staff. September 2017
Conference presenter: MacArthur, Sarah, PhD., “Wellness Innovations Transform Children”. The Australian
& New Zealand Journal of Family Therapy. Childtrauma.org
D. Theory of Action
Detail a Theory of Action that will support implementation of the evidence-based intervention.
RFK Charter School was founded to serve students who are not successful in the traditional, comprehensive
high school. Students enroll in our school with significant academic needs which are compounded by varying
degrees of social and emotional trauma or instability. In fulfilling our mission and vision, RFK Charter School
is charged to “empower students to be resilient, contributing participants in our changing global society in
partnership with our families.”
The Evidence-based interventions to address the academic needs of our students are those described in our 90
Day Plan (NM Dash, RFK 90 Day Plan, 2017/2018). Those include:
a. Tier 1 (Core) Instruction
b. Data-Driven Instruction
Whereas both intervention #1 and #2 are focused on instruction, we seek to ensure that our instruction is
effective and relevant to the challenging needs our students bring. Bambrick-Santoyo (2010) encourage us to
implement a framework for instruction that is data driven; this is the only way to know for certain whether our
students are learning. The initial steps taken by RFK to set a purpose for our staff in understanding the
importance of creating curriculum maps aligned to CCSS, and then use these in guiding the creation of interim
assessments, is provided for us in Accountability in Action (Reeves, Doug 2000).
c. Collaboration
In Driven by Data, teachers are recognized as a “critical first step” in implementing Data-Driven Instruction.
This is the component of the framework that becomes most crucial of key drivers in the effort to improve an
underperforming school. Those Key Drivers include:
 Common Assessments
 Teacher Action Plans
 Engaged Students (Bambrick-Santoyo, 2010)
As collaboration directly impacts teachers, RFK employs two instructional coaches who work together to
support teachers while holding them accountable in the increased workload involved in creating common
formative assessments that inform instruction. The instructional coaches have been recognized for their teaching
with a NM Golden Apple and nationally with a Presidential Award for Excellence in Science and Mathematics
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Teaching. RFK is deeply committed to building an exceptional school but recognizes the challenge of bringing
our teacher and student culture to a higher standard of excellence. Our instructional coaches are changing our
school systems by implementing the seven “levers” developed in Leverage-Leadership (Bambrick-Santoyo,
2012). Our instructional coaches strive to support our teachers through one-on-one coaching and feedback.
Our instructional coaches invest significant effort and school funding to providing professional development
that is job-embedded. Most importantly, our instructional coaches provide numerous and varied opportunities
for teachers to collaborate with one another.
Bambrick and Santoyo (2010) developed a set of “Eight Mistakes That Matter” that RFK has been cognizant to
avoid over the past two and half years of our CFA Initiative. We have been deliberate in creating a school-wide
approach to circumvent these potential mistakes in our plan of action.
Potential Mistake
Inferior interim assessments

Secretive interim assessments
Infrequent assessments

Curriculum-assessment
disconnect

Delayed Results.
Separation of teaching and
analysis
Ineffective follow-up
Not Making Time for Data

RFK School Response Initiative
 Half Day PD: This collaboration begins the analysis of individual
questions through presentation of data and analysis of “most” and
“least” missed questions.
 Department Meetings: These collaborations have dedicated
meetings where CFA questions are analyzed to revise or eliminate.
 We will seek to acquire Illuminate Educate, a standards-based,
assessment platform with school-wide, reporting features. We
believe this will improve our ability to analyze results and inform
instruction.
RFK insures that teacher content teams have multiple opportunities to
present their assessment data, including examination of individual
questions to insure alignment to CCSS and NM Content Standards.
RFK has instituted a CFA administration schedule. This is three times
each semester at 6-week intervals. Teacher content teams compile
assessment data, and then collaborate to analyze data and create
instructional plans to address needs.
Teachers are paid stipends to attend week-long Summer Institutes
where they are not distracted with teaching responsibilities to create
curriculum maps aligned CCSS and NM Content Standards. Individual
maps are reviewed by Administration Team provide feedback regarding
suggestions for improvement and revision.
Half Day PD to share results with the entire staff, and that coincide with
CFA testing cycles.
Teachers feel compelled to complete assessment analysis to share in a
presentation for colleagues at Half Day PD and Department Meetings.
Curriculum maps and individual teacher assessments as examined by
the Admin Team before feedback to individual teachers.
RFK’s school improvement plans centers around the analysis and
sharing of data. This takes place in a formalized presentation and data
sharing at designated PD events.

The RFK Administration Team meets regularly to reflect after each half day PD. We discuss the performance of
individual teachers and students. We examine the CFA questions so that support can be provided with
additional PD in PLC collaborations. The design of collaboration for our staff is strategically planned so that
implementation of our chosen intervention initiative will be supported and effective. During the previous five
years, we have employed school improvement consultants, to bring our collaboration structures to a cutting18
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edge level. Our work with Southern Regional Educational Board (SREB) through High Schools That Work
(HSTW) has been the most prominent intervention in assisting RFK in transforming our instructional practices.
Examples of these transformed practices are the implementation of Literacy Design Collaborative (LDC) and
Math Design Collaborative (MDC). They have become integral in the lesson planning components of our ELA
and Math content areas. SREB has also guided us in seeking out additional resources. They have provided
feedback to our professional development design. RFK strives to be an Adaptive School (Garmston &
Wellman, 1999) and are in continuous search of current sources of school reform research-based, practices. At
this time, some of those that are prominent in our collaboration design implementation this current year include
several researched-based instructional strategies:
 Teach Like a Champion (Lemov, 2010)
 Instructional Strategies for ELL (Marzano, Simms, 2013) and (Echevarria, et.al., 2017)
 Mindsets in the Classroom (Ricci, 2015)
 National School Reform protocols for reading and discussion of scholarly articles (Natl. School Reform
Faculty, 2015)
 Teaching Strategies (Bambrick-Santoyo, 2010)
RFK has implemented structures for collaboration specifically selected for support of our Common Formative
Assessment Initiative. The sharing and analysis of CFA data have been structured according to guidelines
provided in The Results Fieldbook (Schmoker, 2001). Combined with guidelines suggested by BambrickSantoyo (2010), we have designed structures that allow our staff to provide each other with peer support. Those
include:
 Department meetings (bi-monthly) where the preliminary sharing of CFA data takes place, and the place
where instructional plans to address re-teaching of CFA identified learning needs.
 Half-Day PD where the major part of item analysis and standards review alignment takes place. We use
small group feedback in a cross-department structure that provides suggestions in analysis of CFA data
and/or question relevancy.
While our major academic intervention revolves around the administration and analysis of common
formative assessments, we recognize that it is critical to support our teachers in their increasing
repertoire of instructional strategies for ESL and special need populations of our school. Our challenge of
increasing the rigor of our instructional practices for students who arrive in our classrooms 3 – 5 years below
grade level requires careful consideration of the affective aspect of education. Implementation of our chosen
intervention (CFA Initiative) requires our students to experience additional, rigorous, assessments and are
rigorous, standards of performance. Many students have not yet developed the tools to meet the demands of the
increased cognitive demands in their classes. Coupled with family and personal stressors, and some with
previous emotional trauma, RFK has had to carve out collaboration time and resources to meet these
emotional needs. We have incorporated structures that are embedded into the PD schedule that provides
trauma informed training now in our second year of school-wide implementation. Our behavioral health staff
works with selected classroom teachers to provide professional development in “Trauma-Informed Practice in
Schools.” Some of the theoretical foundations for classroom support of our students at this time are developed
by Dr. Bruce Perry and Sara MacArthur (2013).
The challenge assumed by the RFK Governance Board and Director to provide a safe and nurturing
environment that prepares students to access post-secondary education. It is a monumental challenge for which
CSI Grant funding is critical to support our goals for our school community.
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Instructional Coaches
collect and analyze data to
monitor and assess
implementation over time

Teachers collect and
analyze data to inform
classroom instruction

Robert F. Kennedy
Charter High School
and Middle School
teachers

Supporting
Teachers
Support and
guidance is
provided to new
and experienced
teachers to assist
in developing
curriculum maps,
CFAs, and data
analysis.

Summer
Institutes
RFK Teachers
participate in
institutes
designed to
support
improving
instruction using
Driven By Data
and Teach Like a
Champion

Curriculum
Focus
Teachers engage
in work focused
on developing
engagement and
effective teaching
strategies for
students utilizing
Tier I Core
Instruction (EDGE,

Collaboration
Teachers work
hand-in-hand and
are supported
during PD, PLCs,
Staff Meetings,
and Department
Meetings to allow
for suggestions and
sharing of ideas.

INSIDE, etc.).

Social Emotional
Supports
PD for
teachers in
Traumainformed
education –
training and
strategies for
instruction.

Outcomes
1) CFAs
2) Data Analysis
Skills
3) Culture of
collaboration
4) Improved
teaching practices.

Impact
on
RFK teacher
knowledge,
instructional
strategies, and
skills on traumainformed teaching
practices with a
strong skill set in
Data Driven
Instruction.

RFK Instructional
Leadership Team collects
and analyzes data to inform
curriculum development,
future summer institutes
and the development of
resources.
Theory of Action: As Robert F. Kennedy teachers engage in our Summer Institutes and Professional Development
(on-going and embedded) their general teaching knowledge, skills and abilities for teaching and implementation of
effective practices for teaching trauma-informed students will be increased. This dynamic positive relationship will
result in increased student achievement.
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IV. Budget
A. Budget Narrative
The LEA/school must provide an appropriate and complete budget narrative that identifies and
explains all proposed costs for LEA and school-level activities for the entire project period (planning
period, three years of implementation).
Planning Period (4-month period)
During the planning period of the grant, RFK is requesting funding for our teachers to be trained on Illuminate
Educate during our summer institute. This will include the use of data-driven instruction and data analysis with
Illuminate. The teachers will each be paid a $150/day stipend for a 5-day week period without benefits ($2,250
total). This Data-Driven Summer Institute will be ongoing every summer to review and construct Common
Formative Assessments for the upcoming school year. Planning will also include purchasing our middle school
Tier I Core Instruction math book series – Big Ideas Math: A Common Core Curriculum, Premium Student
Resources Package (6-year access) published by Cengage ($11,136.01) which will be purchased out of the
school’s operational budget. We will also purchase 25 copies of the book Teach Like a Champion Field Guide
2.0: A Practical Resource to Made the 62 Techniques Your Own ($859). This would be used in conjunction
with our other teacher resource Teach Like a Champion.
Year One (Implementation period)
• Year One of implementation will include a contract with Illuminate Educate ($7,125.00) and an Instructional
Coach contract ($75,000 which includes GRT). The Data-Driven Summer Institute will continue this summer to
review and update common formative assessments based on data analysis (20 teachers will each be paid a
$150/day stipend for a 5-day week period without benefits = $15,000).
Year Two (Implementation period)
• Year Two of implementation will include a contract with Illuminate Educate ($7,125.00) and an Instructional
Coach contract ($75,000 which includes GRT). A Data-Driven Summer Institute will continue this summer
(and be ongoing every summer) to review and update common formative assessments based on data analysis
(20 teachers will each be paid a $150/day stipend for a 5-day week period without benefits = $15,000).
Year Three (Implementation period)
• Year Three of implementation will include a contract with Illuminate Educate ($5,625.00) and an Instructional
Coach contract ($75,000 which includes GRT). A Data-Driven Summer Institute will continue this summer
(and be ongoing every summer) to review and update common formative assessments based on data analysis
(20 teachers will each be paid a $150/day stipend for a 5-day week period without benefits = $15,000).
In addition, applicants should identify all other sources of income that will support and sustain the
whole-school change described in this application.
RFK will provide for an additional 1.0 contract for an Instructional Coach. Our middle school Tier I Core
Instruction math book series – Big Ideas Math: A Common Core Curriculum, Premium Student Resources
Package (6-year access) published by Cengage ($11,136.01) will be purchased out of the school’s operational
budget.
For each major activity, describe the LEA’s strategies for why and how the LEA/school will sustain
these actions past the whole project period of the grant.
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• Illuminate Educate will become the assessment platform for designing and administering RFK’s common
formative assessments. Student data and the reports generated by Illuminate Educate will be the tools utilized
by our teachers for schoolwide Data-driven Instruction. After the period of the grant, RFK will incorporate
Illuminate Educate into its operational budget.
• Collaboration, support, monitoring and holding teachers accountable is the work of a leadership team which
includes our Instructional Coaches. RFK will incorporate the Instructional Coaches into its operational budget,
after the period of the grant.
Clearly describe and justify any specific LEA-level administration and support expenses to be funded
by CSI grant at no more than 10% of the total funding request for each period.
Normal indirect cost may also be claimed at the PED-approved rate for the district.
N/A – none requested
The LEA and schools must demonstrate how they will align other available federal, state, and local
resources to support the chosen evidence-based intervention.
The Title I, Bilingual and IDEA funds are all utilized to support students in our schoolwide goal of providing a
safe environment where our students, teachers, families, and community is to focus on academic achievement
for all our students. No student, nor teacher is left out of our interventions. Title I and bilingual applications
incorporate the interventions outlined in RFK’s 90-day Plan. Students with IEP’s are also held to the same
standards as all other students with additional supports.

B. Budget Forms
☒A complete Budget Summary Chart for the entire project period (planning period and two-years of
implementation) (as an attachment).
The budget items must be clear and obvious as to how the proposed activities are directly impacting the
school-level implementation of the evidence-based intervention(s) proposed in this application. The
proposed expenditures must be reasonable and necessary to support the proposal’s initiatives and
goals/objectives. Grant funding must supplement, not supplant, existing funding sources.
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Appendix C:
Comprehensive Support and Improvement Schools (CSI)
Budget Summary Chart
Comprehensive Support Improvement Schools (CSI) Overall Budget Summary

Budget Expenditures

FY 2018 Planning Period (March to
June, 2018)
Budget

School-Level Expenditures
Supplies and Materials
TOTAL SCHOOL FUNDING REQUEST
LEA-Level Expenses (Indirect Costs)
TOTAL BUDGET

$
$
$
$
$

2,250.00
2,250.00
2,250.00

FY 2019 Year One Implementation
(July, 2018 to June, 2019)

Percent
100.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%

Budget
$
$
$
$
$

90,000.00
7,125.00
97,125.00
97,125.00

FY 2020 Year Two Implementation
(July, 2019 to June, 2020)

Percent
92.7%
7.3%
100.0%
0.0%

Budget
$
$
$
$
$

90,000.00
7,984.00
97,984.00
97,984.00

FY 2021 Year Three Implementation
(July, 2020 to June, 2021)

Percent
91.9%
8.1%
100.0%
0.0%

Budget
$
$
$
$
$

90,000.00
5,625.00
95,625.00
95,625.00

Percent
91.9%
5.7%
97.6%
0.0%

Appendix C:
Comprehensive Support and Improvement Schools (CSI)
Budget Summary Chart
Planning Period for LEA/Schools Budget Summary
Expenditure Description
School-Level Activities
3 new teachers to be trained on Illuminate Educate during a summer Institite ($150/day for 5 days not including benefits)

TOTAL BUDGET
$

2,250.00

TOTAL SCHOOL-LEVEL ACTIVITIES (Must be at least 90% of funding request)
Supplies and Materials

$

2,250.00

TOTAL SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS (Can't exceed 10% of funding request)
TOTAL PLANNING PERIOD FUNDING REQUEST FOR SCHOOL

$
$

2,250.00

$

-

LEA-Level Activities (Indirect Costs)
TOTAL LEA-LEVEL ACTIVITIES (At PED approved rate)
TOTAL PLANNING PERIOD BUDGET

$

2,250.00

Appendix C:
Comprehensive Support and Improvement Schools (CSI)
Budget Summary Chart
Year One Implementation for LEA/Schools Budget Summary
Expenditure Description
School-Level Activities
Instructional Coach Contract including GRT
Summer Institute to Support Data-Driven Instruction to review and update common formative assessments based on data analysis - 20 teachers ($150/day for 5 days not including benefits)

TOTAL BUDGET
$
$

75,000.00
15,000.00

TOTAL SCHOOL-LEVEL ACTIVITIES (Must be at least 90% of funding request)
Supplies and Materials
Illuminate Educate Contract Year 1

$

90,000.00

$

7,125.00

TOTAL SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS (Can't exceed 10% of funding request)
TOTAL YEAR-ONE FUNDING REQUEST FOR SCHOOL

$
$

7,125.00
97,125.00

LEA-Level Activities (Indirect Costs)
TOTAL LEA-LEVEL ACTIVITIES (At PED approved rate)
TOTAL YEAR-ONE BUDGET

$
$

97,125.00

Appendix C:
Comprehensive Support and Improvement Schools (CSI)
Budget Summary Chart
Year Two Implementation for LEA/Schools Budget Summary
Expenditure Description
School-Level Activities
Instructional Coach Contract including GRT
Summer Institute to Support Data-Driven Instruction to review and update common formative assessments based on data analysis - 20 teachers ($150/day for 5 days not including benefits)

TOTAL BUDGET
$
$

75,000.00
15,000.00

TOTAL SCHOOL-LEVEL ACTIVITIES (Must be at least 90% of funding request)
Supplies and Materials
Illuminate Educate Contract Year 2
Teach Like a Champion Field Guide 2.0: A Practical Resource to Make the 62 Techniques Your Own

$

90,000.00

$
$

7,125.00
859.00

TOTAL SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS (Can't exceed 10% of funding request)
TOTAL YEAR-TWO FUNDING REQUEST FOR SCHOOL

$
$

7,984.00
97,984.00

LEA-Level Activities (Indirect Costs)
TOTAL LEA-LEVEL ACTIVITIES (At PED approved rate)
TOTAL YEAR-TWO BUDGET

$
$

97,984.00

Appendix C:
Comprehensive Support and Improvement Schools (CSI)
Budget Summary Chart
Year Three Implementation for LEA/Schools Budget Summary
Expenditure Description
School-Level Activities
Instructional Coach Contract including GRT
Summer Institute to Support Data-Driven Instruction to review and update common formative assessments based on data analysis - 20 teachers ($150/day for 5 days not including benefits)

TOTAL BUDGET
$
$

75,000.00
15,000.00

TOTAL SCHOOL-LEVEL ACTIVITIES (Must be at least 90% of funding request)
Supplies and Materials
Illuminate Educate Contract Year 3

$

90,000.00

$

5,625.00

TOTAL SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS (Can't exceed 10% of funding request)
TOTAL YEAR-THREE FUNDING REQUEST FOR SCHOOL

$
$

5,625.00
95,625.00

LEA-Level Activities (Indirect Costs)
TOTAL LEA-LEVEL ACTIVITIES (At PED approved rate)
TOTAL YEAR-THREE BUDGET

$
$

95,625.00

TOP 10 LEARNING
NON-NEGOTIABLES
***When planning and delivering your lesson, the
following strategies must be implemented in your classroom
DAILY! (Numbers 5 & 6 implemented 2 to 3 times a week,
working towards daily implementation.)
ALL LESSONS MUST HAVE:
1.   An OBJECTIVE (essential question, learning target), what is the
intended goal of the lesson? What do you expect students to
know (do) by the end of the class period?
Students must be able to answer this
question (be able to accomplish the
objective) by the conclusion of the lesson…
Plus your AGENDA posted daily.
2.   A DO NOW (activating strategy, bell ringer), something that
gets students actively thinking or making a connection with the
material being presented for that day.
(Make a connection to the content or to
the outside world to see how much the
students already know or remember.)
This school-wide practice will help to
establish a bell-to-bell mindset.
3.   ACADEMIC VOCABULARY must be
present in your lesson. Perfect for an exit slip or
ticket in the door. Make sure that it is actively used
in context throughout the lesson. (Refer to and use
the word frequently. Also have your students
interactively use the word during the lesson.) WORD
WALL posted.
4.   There should be LIMITED LECTURE, after 12-15
minutes of lecture, students should be engaged in some type of
activity, even if it is only for a few
minutes (1’s talk to 2’s…, draw a
definition…, write a few sentences
summarizing or describing…, within your
groups…, What questions do you have
about…) An extended lecture needs to be
broken up by even a few minutes of
student engagement.
5.   Use of a GRAPHIC ORGANIZER (frayer model, cornell notes,
venn diagrams, story
webs, tree
charts, etc.) to allow
student to
visually categorize new
information
and/or review old
information.

Have students color code and/or chart information in their
notebooks, create foldables to move away from pages and pages
of note-taking.
6.   STUDENT MOVEMENT/ENGAGEMENT is a must, students
need to be mobile at some pointing time
during instruction, to ensure active
engagement. (Working in small groups,
collaborative pairs, rotating
stations, 4 corners, gallery
walk, etc.)
7.   Be sure to present your students with at least 3
HIGHER ORDER THINKING QUESTIONS during
the class period. This is “proof” that you are
presenting your students with challenging work and
meeting the needs of your advanced learners!
(These questions could come from the back of your critical
thinking wheels.)
8.   A way to SUMMARIZE (Ticket out the Door, Reflection) or bring
the lesson to a
close. This is
where you are able
to assess your
student’s ability to
effectively answer
the essential
question or are
able to meet your
posted objective.
This is a way for
you to find out
whether you need to extend or refine the skill.
9.   Lessons must be RIGOROUS. The activities should
be challenging and move at a “brisk-pace.” There
should be no opportunities during the class where
students get “bored” or have nothing to do. Work
bell to bell.
10.Your entire lesson should be STUDENT-CENTERED/STUDENT
MANAGED. Remember, you do all the planning, and your
students do all of the working! Each student must
have an assignment sheet for your class with the
assignments/grades/tests, etc. Students should be
able to figure out their own grade and know what
assignments are missing. Every teacher must help
students keep an assignment log. Students’
grades must be in POWERSCHOOL every Monday
morning by 8 am.
If you effectively and successfully plan; your students will
effectively and successfully work and learn!!

CFA’s must be administered
before our CFA DataAnaly sis PD
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Notes:
Aug 1-2: 1st Day Teachers & Staff PD
Oct
Aug 09:
3: PT
Columbus
Conferences
Day
Oct 31:
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Labor DayDay
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25: Christmas
Day
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PT Conferences
Jan 15:
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FallLuther
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Feb
Presidents'
Nov 19:
3: ½
Day PD Day
Mar 30:Good
Friday
Nov
22-24: Thanksgiving
Apr
Dec 01:
14: Easter
½ DaySunday
PD
May 15:
28: Memorial
Day
Dec
PT Conferences
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8
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Jun
Day Break
Dec 17:Father’s
18-Jan 1: Winter
Jul 04:
Day
Jan
2: Independence
Teacher PD
Sep
05: Labor
Jan 15:
MartinDay
Luther King
Feb 16: ½ Day PD
Feb 19: President’s Day
Mar 22: ½ Day PD- Mar 23: PT Conf.

May ‘18
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6
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1
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Mar 26-30: Spring Break
May 25: Graduation
May 28: Memorial Day
May 30:½ Day PD, Students Last Day
May 31: PT Conferences
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RFK CFA's 2017 (Fall)
Robert F Kennedy Charter
Albuquerque Public Schools
November 06, 2017

Core Team
Robert Baade - Principal
Linda Ortega - Coach
Linda Sanchez - Coach
Cynthia Parra - Teacher
Joseph Escobedo - District
Christina Mancha-Alvarez - Teacher

Adapted from (2014) University of Virginia Partnership for Leaders in Education
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Content Area

Grade(s)

English Language Arts

9th, 10th, 11th,
12th, 6th, 7th,
8th

Last Year’s Results
6th Grade ELA
5 Students (36%) - Level 1
6 Students (43%) - Level 2
3 Students (21%) - Level 3
0 Students (0%) - Level 4
7th Grade ELA
12 Students (67%) - Level 1
4 Students (22%) - Level 2
1 Students (5%) - Level 3
1 Students (5%) - Level 4
8th Grade ELA
13 Students (50%) - Level 1
8 Students (31%) - Level 2
3 Students (12%) - Level 3
2 Students (8%) - Level 4
9th Grade ELA
20 Students (36%) - Level 1
14 Students (25%) - Level 2
17 Students (31%) - Level 3
4 Students (7%) - Level 4
10th Grade ELA
29 Students (52%) - Level 1
15 Students (27%) - Level 2
9 Students (16%) - Level 3
2 Students (4%) - Level 4
1 Student (2%) - Level 5
11th Grade ELA
10 Students (33%) - Level 1
10 Students (33%) - Level 2
7 Students (23%) - Level 3
3 Students (10%) - Level 4
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This Year’s Goals
6th Grade ELA
4 Students (23.5%) - Level 1
8 Students (47%) - Level 2
4 Students (23.5%) - Level 3
1 Students (6%) - Level 4
7th Grade ELA
10 Students (48%) - Level 1
6 Students (29%) - Level 2
3 Students (14%) - Level 3
2 Students (9%) - Level 4
8th Grade ELA
10 Students (53%) - Level 1
4 Students (21%) - Level 2
3 Students (16%) - Level 3
2 Students (10%) - Level 4
9th Grade ELA
6 Students (23%) - Level 1
6 Students (23%) - Level 2
10 Students (38%) - Level 3
4 Students (15%) - Level 4
1 student (3%) - Level 5
10th Grade ELA
21 Students (38%) - Level 1
13 Students (24%) - Level 2
15 Students (27%) - Level 3
4 Students (7%) - Level 4
2 Student (4%) - Level 5
11th Grade ELA
18 Students (32%) - Level 1
16 Students (29%) - Level 2
12 Students (21%) - Level 3
8 Students (14%) - Level 4
2 Students (4%) - Level 5

Benchmark Goals
9th-grade ELA students will demonstrate
growth on their common formative
assessment from 42% to 54%, over
school year assessments beginning to
end. 2% growth is evident each of 6
assessments. 10th-grade ELA students
will demonstrate growth on their common
formative assessment from 34% to 46%,
over school year assessments beginning
to end. 2% growth is evident each of 6
assessments. 11th-grade ELA students
will demonstrate growth on their common
formative assessment from 34% to 46%,
over school year assessments beginning
to end. 2% growth is evident each of 6
assessments.
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Content Area
Mathematics

Grade(s)
6th, 7th, 8th,
9th, 10th, 11th,
12th

Last Year’s Results
6th Grade Math
9 Students (62%) - Level 1
4 Students (29%) - Level 2
1 Student (7%) - Level 3
0 Students (0%) - Level 4
7th Grade Math
8 Students (44%) - Level 1
7 Students (39%) - Level 2
3 Student (2%) - Level 3
0 Students (0%) - Level 4
8th Grade Math
32 Students (80%) - Level 1
6 Students (15%) - Level 2
2 Student (5%) - Level 3
0 Students (0%) - Level 4
Algebra I
22 Students (35%) - Level 1
30 Students (48%) - Level 2
10 Students (16%) - Level 3
1 Students (2%) - Level 4
Geometry
6 Students (14%) - Level 1
25 Students (58%) - Level 2
11 Students (26%) - Level 3
1 Students (2%) - Level 4
Algebra II
14 Students (78%) - Level 1
4 Students (22%) - Level 2
0 Students (0%) - Level 3
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This Year’s Goals
6th Grade Math
8 Students (47%) - Level 1
6 Students (35%) - Level 2
2 Student (12%) - Level 3
1 Students (6%) - Level 4
7th Grade Math
7 Students (33%) - Level 1
9 Students (43%) - Level 2
4 Student (19%) - Level 3
1 Students (5%) - Level 4
8th Grade Math
6 Students (32%) - Level 1
7 Students (37%) - Level 2
5 Student (26%) - Level 3
1 Students (5%) - Level 4
Algebra I
26 Students (31%) - Level 1
36 Students (42%) - Level 2
17 Students (20%) - Level 3
6 Students (7%) - Level 4
Geometry
4 Students (11%) - Level 1
19 Students (54%) - Level 2
8 Students (23%) - Level 3
4 Students (11%) - Level 4
Algebra II
31 Students (69%) - Level 1
11 Students (24%) - Level 2
3 Students (7%) - Level 3

Benchmark Goals
Algebra I students will demonstrate
growth on their common formative
assessment from 38% to 50%, over
school year assessments beginning to
end. 2% growth is evident each of six
assessments. Geometry students will
demonstrate growth on their common
formative assessments from 32% to
44%, over school year assessments
beginning to end. 2% growth is evident
each of six assessments. Algebra II
students will demonstrate growth on their
common formative assessments from
38% to 50%, over school year
assessments beginning to end. 2%
growth is evident each of six
assessments.
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FOCUS AREA: Data-driven instruction
Desired Outcome: In response to deep item analysis, teachers will identify whole class and individual student needs. Teachers will use the
results of the analysis to drive revisions and re-teaching in their lesson plans for instruction. Teachers will re-assess standards missed in the
new CFA.
Root Cause(s): Teachers lack the experience and the knowledge in the development and analysis of common formative assessments.

CRITICAL ACTIONS
Timeline
(start/end
dates)

Critical Action to Address Root Cause &
Achieve Desired Outcome

11/03/2017 02/16/2018 o Train middle school and new teachers
on data collection
o Train middle school and new teachers
on and data analysis (effective item
analysis and student needs).

Resources Needed / Source

o Scantron software installed on
classroom/teacher computer
o Create and install Student
Profiiles for middle school and
high school and share on Staff
Server

Person(s)
Responsible
Linda Sanchez
Linda Ortega
Cynthia Parra
Christina ManchaAlvarez

Person(s)
Involved
Teachers

o PLC time on the agenda
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CRITICAL ACTIONS
Timeline
(start/end
dates)

Critical Action to Address Root Cause &
Achieve Desired Outcome

11/03/2017 - Teachers create/administer/revise CFAs
02/16/2018

Resources Needed / Source

Person(s)
Responsible

Person(s)
Involved

Robert Baade

Teachers (Support
provided by
Instructional Coaches
and Colleagues)

11/03/2017 02/16/2018 o Teachers will work within departments
o RFK Assessment Analysis
(and individually) to address standards that Sheet & Instructional Plan
need to be retaught and reassessed.
o Individual teacher interim
o Teachers individually analyze interim
assessment results
assessment data and write, turn in and
follow re-teaching plan in their classroom.

Cynthia Parra
Christina ManchaAlvarez

Teachers (Support
provided by
Instructional Coaches
and Colleagues)

11/13/2017 - Check for alignment of instruction in
02/16/2018 teacher reteaching plans trough
walkthrough observations and feedback
cycle.

Robert Baade
Linda Sanchez
Linda Ortega

Principal and
Instructional Coaches

o RFK calendar
o Curriculum map
o PARCC and SBA released
items
o Individual teacher interim
assessment results
o RFK Assessment Analysis
Sheet & Instructional Plan

o RFK Assessment Analysis
Sheet & Instructional Plan
o RFK Top 10 Non-Negotiable
Checklist

Robert F Kennedy Charter - RFK CFA's 2017 (Fall) - 11/06/2017
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PROGRESS INDICATORS
Indicator Date
11/08/2017

Evidence to Determine Progress Toward Achieving Desired
Outcome
Data analysis will be turned in to Instructional Coaches.( Individual
teacher interim assessment results)

Potential Adjustments

o 1-on-1 coaching
o Individual feedback

11/08/2017

CFA's will be turned in after each administration
When compared to the last CFA administered, the teacher's data will
show improvement.

o 1-on-1 coaching
o Individual and/or department feedback

11/08/2017

11/13/2017

o RFK Assessment Analysis Sheet & Instructional Plan will be turned in
to Instructional Coaches.
The teacher's lesson plans will reflect targeted instruction based on
deeper item analysis.

o 1-on-1 coaching

Classroom walkthroughs will verify alignment of instruction to identified
students' needs as reflected through RFK's Assessment Analysis Sheet
and Instructional Plan.

1-on-1 coaching
Individual feedback

Robert F Kennedy Charter - RFK CFA's 2017 (Fall) - 11/06/2017

o Individual and/or department feedback
Peer support during PLC's
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FOCUS AREA: Collaboration
Desired Outcome: PLC's will meet every 6 weeks for 3 uninterrupted hours with administrative support staff to support data-driven instruction.
Root Cause(s): Tools and protocols for analysis of assessment data and for aligning instructional practices have not been created and
provided for collaborations.

CRITICAL ACTIONS
Timeline
(start/end
dates)

Critical Action to Address Root Cause &
Achieve Desired Outcome

11/03/2017 - Facilitate PLC data meetings focusing on
02/16/2018 analyzing data (3 uninterrupted hours)
Analyze formative assessment results in
department meetings twice a month,
where teachers continue to work
collaboratively to design re-teaching plans
that will be turned in and implemented.
11/06/2017 - Administrators and instructional coaches
02/16/2018 facilitate weekly data analysis meetings
with ongoing support for planning of reteaching and reassessment of standards
not yet mastered.

Robert F Kennedy Charter - RFK CFA's 2017 (Fall) - 11/06/2017

Resources Needed / Source

Individual teacher interim
assessment results

Person(s)
Responsible

Person(s)
Involved

Robert Baade
Linda Sanchez
Linda Ortega

Teachers

Robert Baade
Linda Sanchez
Linda Ortega

Teachers

o RFK Assessment Analysis
Sheet & Instructional Plan

o RFK Assessment Analysis
Sheet & Instructional Plan
o Relevant formative assessment
data
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PROGRESS INDICATORS
Indicator Date

Evidence to Determine Progress Toward Achieving Desired
Outcome

Potential Adjustments

11/05/2017

Based on data analysis, during PLC's each teacher will continually
increase their effectiveness in analysis of formative assessment data.

Additional modeling and presentations by
teachers who demonstrate effective
implementation.

11/05/2017

Collaboration will result in teachers becoming more effective in data
analysis and aligning re-teaching of standards not mastered.

Connect teachers with peers for support and
mentoring.

Robert F Kennedy Charter - RFK CFA's 2017 (Fall) - 11/06/2017
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FOCUS AREA: Tier I (Core) instruction
Desired Outcome: After receiving Professional Development, informed by CFA results, teachers will implement instructional strategies to
address whole class and individual student needs.
Root Cause(s): Level I and Minimally Effective teachers need additional support to understand the developmental and academic needs of
students who have historically underachieved in school.
Teachers are inexperienced in aligning individual question to standards.

CRITICAL ACTIONS
Timeline
(start/end
dates)

Critical Action to Address Root Cause &
Achieve Desired Outcome

Resources Needed / Source

Person(s)
Responsible

Person(s)
Involved

11/03/2017 - Teachers will be given the opportunity to
02/16/2018 implement re-teaching plans and to
address individual student needs on a
weekly basis.

Google Docs Academic
Improvement spreadsheet

Linda Sanchez

Teachers

11/06/2017 - Professional development will be provided
02/16/2018 once a month. Topics to be chosen will be
informed by analysis of teachers' CFA's.

Teaching techniques from the
book Teach like a Champion,
videos for Teaching Channel,
RFK's 10 Non-negotiable
checklist, cooperative grouping
techniques, PD from district and
outside specialists.

Linda Sanchez
Linda Ortega

Teachers

Robert Baade
Linda Sanchez
Linda Ortega

Teachers

11/06/2017 - After each CFA, Principal/Instructional
02/16/2018 Coaches will conduct a non-evaluative
walkthrough for each teacher targeting a
review of their RFK Assessment Analysis
Sheet & Instructional Plan (re-teaching
plan). Feedback will be provided.
Robert F Kennedy Charter - RFK CFA's 2017 (Fall) - 11/06/2017

o RFK Assessment Analysis
Sheet & Instructional Plan
Teachers schedules
RFK Top 10 Non-negotiable
checklist
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PROGRESS INDICATORS
Indicator Date

Evidence to Determine Progress Toward Achieving Desired
Outcome

Potential Adjustments

11/06/2017

Teachers will consistently fill-out and follow Academic Improvement
Thursdays.

1-on-1 coaching
Reminders on an individual basis

11/06/2017

instructional strategies that were presented during Professional
Development will be observed during walkthroughs.

1-on-1 coaching
Peer support

11/06/2017

Instructional strategies provided through professional development will be 1-on-1 coaching
implemented based on identified student needs and will be reflected in
Identify exemplar RFK Assessment Analysis
RFK Assessment Analysis Sheet & Instructional Plan
Sheet & Instructional Plan

Robert F Kennedy Charter - RFK CFA's 2017 (Fall) - 11/06/2017
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RFK CFA's 2017 (Fall)
Implementation Report
Robert F Kennedy Charter
Albuquerque Public Schools
November 06, 2017

Core Team
Robert Baade - Principal
Linda Ortega - Coach
Linda Sanchez - Coach
Cynthia Parra - Teacher
Joseph Escobedo - District
Christina Mancha-Alvarez - Teacher

FOCUS AREA: Data-driven instruction
Desired Outcome:
In response to deep item analysis, teachers will identify whole class and individual student needs. Teachers will use the results of the analysis to
drive revisions and re-teaching in their lesson plans for instruction. Teachers will re-assess standards missed in the new CFA.
Progress Indicators:
Indicator Date
11/08/2017

Evidence to Determine Progress Toward Achieving
Desired Outcome
Data analysis will be turned in to Instructional Coaches.(
Individual teacher interim assessment results)

Potential Adjustments

o 1-on-1 coaching
o Individual feedback
1

Progress Indicators:
11/08/2017

CFA's will be turned in after each administration
When compared to the last CFA administered, the teacher's
data will show improvement.

o 1-on-1 coaching
o Individual and/or department feedback

11/08/2017

11/13/2017

o RFK Assessment Analysis Sheet & Instructional Plan will
be turned in to Instructional Coaches.
The teacher's lesson plans will reflect targeted instruction
based on deeper item analysis.

o 1-on-1 coaching

Classroom walkthroughs will verify alignment of instruction to
identified students' needs as reflected through RFK's
Assessment Analysis Sheet and Instructional Plan.

1-on-1 coaching
Individual feedback

o Individual and/or department feedback
Peer support during PLC's

CRITICAL ACTIONS:
Completed
None
In Progress
Timeline

Critical Action

11/03/2017 02/16/2018 o Train middle school and new teachers
on data collection

Person(s) Responsible

Person(s) Involved

Linda Sanchez
Linda Ortega
Cynthia Parra
Christina Mancha-Alvarez

Teachers

Robert Baade

Teachers (Support provided by
Instructional Coaches and Colleagues)

o Train middle school and new teachers
on and data analysis (effective item
analysis and student needs).
11/03/2017 - Teachers create/administer/revise CFAs
02/16/2018

2

In Progress
Timeline

Critical Action

Person(s) Responsible

11/03/2017 02/16/2018 o Teachers will work within departments
(and individually) to address standards
that need to be retaught and reassessed.

Person(s) Involved

Cynthia Parra
Christina Mancha-Alvarez

Teachers (Support provided by
Instructional Coaches and Colleagues)

Robert Baade
Linda Sanchez
Linda Ortega

Principal and Instructional Coaches

o Teachers individually analyze interim
assessment data and write, turn in and
follow re-teaching plan in their classroom.
11/13/2017 - Check for alignment of instruction in
02/16/2018 teacher reteaching plans trough
walkthrough observations and feedback
cycle.
Past Due
None
PROGRESS MONITORING
Check-In

Date

Evidence of Progress

Adjustments and Supports Needed

30-Day
60-Day
90-Day
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FOCUS AREA: Collaboration
Desired Outcome:
PLC's will meet every 6 weeks for 3 uninterrupted hours with administrative support staff to support data-driven instruction.
Progress Indicators:
Indicator Date

Evidence to Determine Progress Toward Achieving
Desired Outcome

Potential Adjustments

11/05/2017

Based on data analysis, during PLC's each teacher will
Additional modeling and presentations by teachers who
continually increase their effectiveness in analysis of formative demonstrate effective implementation.
assessment data.

11/05/2017

Collaboration will result in teachers becoming more effective
in data analysis and aligning re-teaching of standards not
mastered.

Connect teachers with peers for support and mentoring.

CRITICAL ACTIONS:
Completed
None
In Progress
Timeline

Critical Action

11/03/2017 - Facilitate PLC data meetings focusing on
02/16/2018 analyzing data (3 uninterrupted hours)
Analyze formative assessment results in
department meetings twice a month,
where teachers continue to work
collaboratively to design re-teaching
plans that will be turned in and
implemented.

Person(s) Responsible
Robert Baade
Linda Sanchez
Linda Ortega

Person(s) Involved
Teachers
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In Progress
Timeline

Critical Action

Person(s) Responsible

11/06/2017 - Administrators and instructional coaches
02/16/2018 facilitate weekly data analysis meetings
with ongoing support for planning of reteaching and reassessment of standards
not yet mastered.

Robert Baade
Linda Sanchez
Linda Ortega

Person(s) Involved
Teachers

Past Due
None
PROGRESS MONITORING
Check-In

Date

Evidence of Progress

Adjustments and Supports Needed

30-Day
60-Day
90-Day
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FOCUS AREA: Tier I (Core) instruction
Desired Outcome:
After receiving Professional Development, informed by CFA results, teachers will implement instructional strategies to address whole class and
individual student needs.
Progress Indicators:
Indicator Date

Evidence to Determine Progress Toward Achieving
Desired Outcome

Potential Adjustments

11/06/2017

Teachers will consistently fill-out and follow Academic
Improvement Thursdays.

1-on-1 coaching
Reminders on an individual basis

11/06/2017

instructional strategies that were presented during
Professional Development will be observed during
walkthroughs.

1-on-1 coaching
Peer support

11/06/2017

Instructional strategies provided through professional
development will be implemented based on identified student
needs and will be reflected in RFK Assessment Analysis
Sheet & Instructional Plan

1-on-1 coaching
Identify exemplar RFK Assessment Analysis Sheet &
Instructional Plan

CRITICAL ACTIONS:
Completed
None
In Progress
Timeline

Critical Action

11/03/2017 - Teachers will be given the opportunity to
02/16/2018 implement re-teaching plans and to
address individual student needs on a
weekly basis.

Person(s) Responsible
Linda Sanchez

Person(s) Involved
Teachers
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In Progress
Timeline

Critical Action

Person(s) Responsible

Person(s) Involved

11/06/2017 - Professional development will be
02/16/2018 provided once a month. Topics to be
chosen will be informed by analysis of
teachers' CFA's.

Linda Sanchez
Linda Ortega

Teachers

11/06/2017 - After each CFA, Principal/Instructional
02/16/2018 Coaches will conduct a non-evaluative
walkthrough for each teacher targeting a
review of their RFK Assessment Analysis
Sheet & Instructional Plan (re-teaching
plan). Feedback will be provided.

Robert Baade
Linda Sanchez
Linda Ortega

Teachers

Past Due
None
PROGRESS MONITORING
Check-In

Date

Evidence of Progress

Adjustments and Supports Needed

30-Day
60-Day
90-Day
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